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Read review



		has an international license;
	the coefficients are slightly higher than the average for the Nigeria and European markets ;
	there is a downloadable application;
	high limits;
	the betting site has been translated into more than 50 languages.



	there is a high margin on popular sporting events;
	a small selection of events in Live.






 
	 Up to 30 EUR




 


	 

	
	
	
	
	

5/5



Read review



		profitable loyalty program;
	wide line of rates;
	a large selection of ways to replenish and withdraw funds.



	the site for betting is available only in  English version;
	you cannot use international cards to top up your account.






 
	 100% Welcome Bonus



 


	 

	
	
	
	
	

5/5



Read review



		the best line of sport events and variable lines;
	profitable bonus system;
	fast payments;
	has its own mobile application.



	the betting site is available only in English;
	bets are accepted only in the currency of Nigeria;
	to identify the player, you must provide a phone number registered in Nigeria.






 
	 No welcome bonuses



 


	 

	
	
	
	
	

5/5



Read review



		the best international bookmaker with an excellent reputation;
	a large selection of payment systems;
	wide line and varied;
	the betting site has been translated into most foreign languages.



	the offshore version of the 1XBet site is blocked in many countries;
	relatively low quotes for most events.






 
	 100% bonus on the first replenishment of the deposit



 


	 

	
	
	
	
	

4/5



Read review


		deep lines of sporting events;
	a large selection of events in Live - mode;
	has a downloadable application;
	has a section with a casino;
	a huge selection of payment systems.



	no online broadcasts;
	low limits.






 
	 No welcome bonuses



 





In the past few years, the sports betting industry in Nigeria has shown incredible growth rates. This is due to the following factors: the rapid development of the national economy (one of the largest countries in Africa), legislation loyal to betting, the population of the state has already exceeded 190 million people. No less important here is an active introduction of modern technologies in all spheres of life the Nigerians. All this leads to the emergence of new bookmakers and an increase in the annual turnover of sports bets.
How to place bets on the bookmaker’s website in Nigeria?
Currently, several dozen large bookmaker offices are successfully operating in Nigeria, most of which are international companies. And, for example, only residents of the country can officially become a client of NairaBet, but 1xBet or Betway are available for absolutely every adult, regardless of their citizenship.
Check in
The registration algorithm for the best betting sites in Nigeria is extremely simple and includes the following steps:
	On the official site Rates find the button «Register» ( the Registration ).
	In the form that appears on the screen, fill in the empty fields: unique username ( nickname ), password ( password ) and e-mail address ( e – mail ).
	Carefully fill in the fields with the user’s personal data: full name, date of birth and country of residence.

You also need to make additional settings – specify the currency for rates (dollars, euros, naira ), interface language, daily, weekly and monthly limits.
Identification on the best betting sites in Nigeria is not a mandatory procedure, however, the administration of the sites reserves the right, in the event of controversial issues and suspicions of fraudulent actions on the part of the user, to request documents confirming his identity and age.
First deposit
After successfully registering on a betting site in Nigeria, betters need to make a deposit. As a rule, gamblers living in the post-Soviet space use Visa and MasterCard cards for these purposes. When depositing funds, you must take into account the current limits. For example, Betway has set a maximum top-up limit of 500 thousand naira (about 1400 US dollars).
Claim bonus
Like many other international bookmakers, the best betting sites in Nigeria have great bonus offers for newbies. Specifically, Betway offers its registered customers a welcome bonus on their first three deposits, which could eventually bring players $ 100.
Sports betting
The line of the best local bookmakers includes several dozen sports disciplines. The most popular among the players are football, basketball, tennis and hockey. At the same time, there are also less popular sports in Europe – motorcycle racing, darts, rugby, baseball, cricket, etc. It is noteworthy that the list of in- demand events also includes esports, available not only in premat mode, but also in live.
In general, the odds for the bets are quite standard, and even with a multiplier of 2.6-2.7, a winning bet can bring quite a decent profit to the gambling viewer. Quotes vary depending on the sport and the popularity of the event. As noted by Western captains, if desired, on the best betting sites in Nigeria, you can find quite lucrative offers with odds of 8 and 9.
Betting sites with the best bonuses in Nigeria
In a highly competitive environment, in order to attract new players, international and national bookmakers are constantly improving their own loyalty systems and bonus programs. In most cases, bonuses from the best betting sites in Nigeria are presented in the form of promotional codes that must be entered in order to receive a reward from the company. The whole variety of bonuses can be divided into several large groups:
	Bonuses for registration. There are several types:

	No deposit – a monetary reward that is credited to the client’s account after the first authorization to the betting site. They allow you to start the game without risking the bettor’s money ;
	Deposit – an increase in the amount of the first replenishment of the deposit. As a rule, we are talking about a 100% bonus on the deposit amount;
	Free free bets – allow you to make the first bet at the expense of the administration of the gambling establishment.

To receive this type of bonuses, you must enter the promotional code in a special field when registering an account.

	Promo codes for major sporting events and holiday promotions – their main difference is their limited validity period.
	Referral promo codes – these codes are intended for participation in the affiliate programs of the best bookmakers in Nigeria, providing the opportunity to earn money by attracting other users to the betting site.
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	Rating


	Minimum bet


	Bonus size



	Betway


		
	
	
	
	

5/5



	0.1 - 0.5 EUR


	 Up to 30 EUR


 


	Bet9ja


		
	
	
	
	

5/5



	Determined by the bookmaker


	 100% Welcome Bonus


 


	NairaBet


		
	
	
	
	

5/5



	0.10 Naira


	 No welcome bonus




 


	1xBet


		
	
	
	
	

5/5



	0.3 USD / 0.2 EUR


	 100% bonus on the first replenishment of the deposit


 


	Betwinner


		
	
	
	
	

4/5



	0.2 EUR


	 100% bonus on the first deposit (up to 100 euros)


 


	Bet365


		
	
	
	
	

5/5



	0.20 USD


	 100% bonus on the first deposit (up to $ 100)


 


	22Bet


		
	
	
	
	

4/5



	0.3 USD / 0.2 EUR


	 On the first deposit - 100% bonus (up to 122 euros)


 


	Melbet


		
	
	
	
	

4/5



	0.3 USD / 0.2 EUR


	 100% on the first deposit


 


	Wazobet


		
	
	
	
	

4/5



	Determined by the bookmaker


	 777 NGN no deposit bonus


 


	Parimatch


		
	
	
	
	

5/5



	0.3 USD / 0.2 EUR


	 100% on the first deposit


 





What sports are available on betting sites in Nigeria?
Whereas European focus bookmakers Nigeria, in-line sites for becoming the app is to be expected in the lead sports disciplines such as football, tennis, hockey and basketball. In esports, the most popular are Dota 2, Counter-Strike, StarCraft. Users also have access to the best bets on non-sporting events from the world of politics, movies, TV shows and even the life of the royal family.
Best Football Betting Sites in Nigeria
The best pairs for football in a wide variety of outcomes and quotes, with an impressive depth of lines are presented in absolutely all offices of the country. For this reason, it is difficult to determine which betting sites in Nigeria deserve the most attention in this regard.
Reputable cappers recommend paying attention to the following points when choosing the best soccer betting site :
	Odds and depth of the list – ideally, you need to compare totals, handicaps, handicaps, 1×2 outcomes, etc.;
	Delays in video broadcast mode matches and Live ;
	Payment systems connected to the site and the term for withdrawal of winnings;
	The bookmaker has a mobile version of the betting site and a downloadable application for smartphones;
	The quality of the support ;
	Promotions and bonus program.

Based on the listed criteria, you can compile your own ranking of the best betting sites in Nigeria for betting on football matches.

Top Tennis Betting Sites
Tennis is significantly inferior in terms of the number of tournaments to most other sports disciplines. Therefore, when choosing the best betting site for betting on tennis matches in Nigeria, special attention should be paid to the coverage area of the competition. In fact, there is a quite simple and understandable formula here: the more tennis tournaments, the more deals a player can make and the higher the amount of winnings.
The main features of the best bookmaker in this sport are:
	Wide line of matches;
	Possibility of betting on events of secondary importance;
	Deep painting of events not only in prematch, but also in live ;
	The best quotes on the market.

No less attention should be paid Internet access is pnym ways of depositing and withdrawal of cash, as well as the absence of problems with financial transactions.

Best Basketball Betting Sites in Nigeria
In the past few decades, basketball has been steadily catching up with football and hockey in popularity. Almost every country in the world today hosts national championships that attract the attention of not only millions of spectators, but also bookmakers who strive to offer their customers the best conditions for betting on their favorite sport.
When choosing the best basketball betting sites in Nigeria, experts recommend paying attention to the following points:
	Line of tournaments, championships and leagues;
	Depth of painting of basketball matches;
	Number of events in Live mode ;
	The presence or absence of time delays in the online broadcast of meetings;
	The detail and quality of statistical information available to players;
	Bookmaker odds and margin

When choosing the best basketball betting site in Nigeria, it will not be superfluous to spend half an hour of your time studying reviews of real users about the work of the office.
Best Websites for Betting in Nigeria
Only those bookmakers who have an impeccable reputation among professional bettors and are ready to offer Internet users wide lines of events, high odds, convenient ways of depositing and withdrawing funds are included in the Ratings of the best sites for sports betting not only in Nigeria, but all over the world., lucrative bonuses for newbies and an attractive loyalty system for experienced customers.
	Bookmaker


	Bonuses


	Take away bonus button



	Betway


	Up to 30 EUR for the first deposit


	 Get Bonus 



 


	Bet9ja


	Best 100% Welcome Bonus


	 Get Bonus 



 


	NairaBet


	There are no welcome bonuses, players can get a 10% bonus on all deposits made on Monday from 9.00 to 21.00.


	 Get Bonus 



 


	1xBet


	100% bonus on the first replenishment of the deposit


	 Get Bonus 



 


	22Bet


	On the first deposit - 100% bonus (up to 122 euros)


	 Get Bonus 



 





Questions and answers
What is the best betting site in Nigeria?
 Nigeria is one of the few African countries where online betting has managed to gain high popularity. Currently, several dozen large international and national betting sites are successfully operating here. Betway, 1xBet and 22Bet, registered in the offshore zones of Malta and Curacao, are very popular among local bettors. Of no less interest not only for players from Nigeria, but also for users from many other countries of the world, are the BC NairaBet, Bet9ja and Wazobet, on the site of which there is a large selection of sports bets with fairly high odds, profitable bonus programs and loyalty systems.


Is online betting legal in Nigeria?
 In accordance with the current legislation of Nigeria, gambling is officially allowed on the territory of the country, the result of which is determined not only by luck, but also by the knowledge and skills of the players. The legal provisions governing betting in the country are enshrined in the Nigeria Penal Code, adopted in 1990. The main regulator here is the Commission for the Regulation of the National Litorea. For legal activity in the territory of the state, bookmakers must go through the appropriate licensing procedure.


Can I use international betting sites?
 Foreign offshore companies are universal, as they not only accept bets on sports, but also provide many other types of gambling services.


How do I get the welcome bonus on the betting site?
 To receive a welcome no deposit bonus on the betting site, users need to enter the appropriate promo code in a special field when registering an account. To become the owner of the deposit bonus, you need to replenish your account and activate the reward in your Personal Account.


How do I join a betting site?
 To bet on your favorite football, tennis or basketball team to win, you need to choose a bookmaker, register on the betting site and replenish the deposit in any way convenient for you. As a rule, mandatory identification is not required at international sites.


Can you make money on a betting site?
 Many professional players with analytical skills who are well versed in a particular sports discipline have managed to turn online betting into a source of stable income. Quite often, they not only place bets themselves, but also sell the best forecasts through special marque sites, forums, YouTube and telegram channels.


How do I deposit money on the betting site?
 To replenish a deposit on the betting site in Nigeria, you need to log in to your Personal Account and select the most convenient way for the user to make a transaction. On the sites of the best international bookmakers, in addition to plastic cards Visa and Mastercade, the following methods of replenishing Neteller, EcoPayz, Skrill are available. Many offshore companies allow you to deposit funds into your account through cryptocurrency wallets.


  Reliable Nigeria Betting Sites
Choosing the best international bookmaker is not an easy task. When compiling a rating of the best betting sites in Nigeria, experts always evaluate the quality of navigation and interface, the availability of a mobile version and downloadable applications, and the quality of the technical support service. Equally important is the availability of a license, which guarantees the reliability of a gambling company. A sure sign of the best bookmakers are high odds, optimal margin size, variable list and a wide range of outcomes.
	Bookmaker


	Bonuses


	Take away bonus button



	Betway


	Up to 30 EUR for the first deposit


	 Take the Max Bonus

 


	Bet9ja


	100% Welcome Bonus


	 Take the Max Bonus



 


	NairaBet


	There are no welcome bonuses, players can get a 10% bonus on all deposits made on Monday from 9.00 to 21.00.


	 Take the Max Bonus



 


	1xBet


	100% bonus on the first replenishment of the deposit


	 Take the Max Bonus



 


	Betwinner


	100% bonus on the first deposit (up to 100 euros)


	 Take the Max Bonus



 


	22Bet


	On the first deposit - 100% bonus (up to 122 euros)


	 Take the Max Bonus



 


	Bet365


	100% bonus on the first deposit (up to $ 100)


	 Take the Max Bonus



 


	Melbet


	100% on the first deposit


	 Take the Max Bonus



 


	Wazobet


	777 NGN no deposit bonus


	 Take the Max Bonus



 


	Parimatch


	100% on the first deposit


	 Take the Max Bonus



 





Best betting site in Nigeria
Choosing the best reputable betting site wisely is one of the main success factors in online betting. When compiling the Rating of BM Nigeria, experts take into account the variability of the line, the depth of the list and the variety of outcomes, the convenience of depositing and withdrawing funds, the customer- oriented support service.
Bet9ja
Bet9ja – is the largest and one of the best bookmakers’ offices in Nigeria. The company has been operating in the country since 2013. It focuses exclusively on Nigerian bettors and is not internationally licensed. Players have access to bets on more than twenty sports disciplines, as well as online casinos and slots. Of the best qualities of the platform, one can note an impressive variety of sporting events, the presence of a live mode and a full-fledged application for smartphones.
The bookmakers with the highest odds
Before opening bets on a particular event, bookmakers estimate the porbability of its occurrence. Based on the bookmaker’s forecast and the company’s margin (commission), a coefficient is formed with which a player can make a bet. Naturally, the lower the margin, the more profitable the betting game for the user.
NairaBet
BM NairaBet is one of the most popular and best bookmakers in Nigeria. The target audience of the site is African betters. The company was founded in 2009. The betting site works only in English. The dominant sport at NairaBet is football. Odds are presented here in fractional, decimal and US units, depending on user profile settings. According to many Western cappers, one of the main advantages of the leading bookmaker is its low margin, which in some cases may be completely absent.
How to choose a site for live betting ?
Live sports betting is a popular type of betting that is concluded directly in the course of a sports competition. Choosing the best site rates with the live – mode, be sure to pay attention to the following parameters:
	number of events and depth of painting;
	quality of broadcasts and time delays;
	the speed of accepting and calculating bets.

The best international bookmakers also offer their clients a number of additional options designed to make playing live as interesting and convenient as possible: multiview, cashout, bet insurance, cashback, etc.
What bookmakers pay cash out in Nigeria?
One of the most popular ways for African bettors to place sports bets is through all kinds of internet cafes and land-based offices of popular bookmakers. In particular, the points of acceptance of the betting site Nairabet.com are successfully functioning in most of the settlements of Nigeria. Many gamblers choose them, including for the opportunity to conclude a deal and receive cash winnings, which allows them not to worry about the need to obtain bank cards or register electronic wallets.
Live Betting Sites
The rapid development of modern technologies has contributed to the transformation of the best betting sites into real multimedia centers, where you can not only make a bet on the victory or defeat of your favorite team, but also follow the broadcasts from the match online.
Bet365
Bet365 was one of the first bookmakers to offer live video broadcasts of sports. Registered clients of this gambling resource just need to open a Live line and select an event of interest to them. Viewers must meet the following requirements to gain full access to Bet365’s video feeds:
	Register on the e betting site ;
	Have a positive balance on the deposit;
	Make a bet no later than 24 hours before the start of the event.

In addition, a prerequisite is the viewer’s age of majority.
Betting sites with the best welcome bonus
When compiling ratings of the best sports betting sites with welcome bonuses, experts pay attention to many points, ranging from the reputation and reliability of the company to the conditions for making financial transactions (methods of depositing and withdrawing funds, limits, commissions, etc.).
Of no small importance here are the rules established by the bookmaker’s office of Nigeria regarding the wagering of bonuses and free bets. The fact that the output value received will only be possible after the user has performed certain conditions -. The number of bets, their size, the ratio of the losing and winning forecasts, etc. Quite often, the bookies set obviously unrealistic requirements for wagering deposit and no deposit bonuses, due for which their receipt is simply unprofitable for the players.
	Bookmaker


	Bonuses


	Take away bonus button



	Betway


	Up to 30 EUR for the first deposit


	 Get Best Bonus




 


	Bet9ja


	100% Welcome Bonus


	 Get Best Bonus




 


	NairaBet


	There are no welcome bonuses, players can get a 10% bonus on all deposits made on Monday from 9.00 to 21.00.


	 Get Best Bonus




 


	1xBet


	100% bonus on the first replenishment of the deposit


	 Get Best Bonus




 


	Betwinner


	100% bonus on the first deposit (up to 100 euros)


	 Get Best Bonus




 


	22Bet


	On the first deposit - 100% bonus (up to 122 euros)


	 Get Best Bonus




 


	Bet365


	100% bonus on the first deposit (up to $ 100)


	 Get Best Bonus




 


	Melbet


	100% on the first deposit


	 Get Best Bonus




 


	Wazobet


	777 NGN no deposit bonus


	 Get Best Bonus




 


	Parimatch


	100% on the first deposit


	 Get Best Bonus




 





Best Welcome Bonus in Nigeria
Any user who meets the minimum profile creation requirements can receive a bonus for registering on a betting site in Nigeria. In most cases, it takes no more than a few minutes to complete the procedure, after which a welcome reward is credited to the deposit. No deposit bonuses allow you to make the best bets without risking your own money. And even if you are unlucky and the forecast turned out to be unsuccessful, you get invaluable experience, which will probably come in handy in the future.
Each branch has its own bonus programs that set the rules and restrictions for welcome bonuses for registration, their types and wagering conditions. In most cases, we are talking about no deposit rewards or doubling the amount of the first account replenishment. Less often, the bookmaker offers players to conclude the first deal at the expense of the bookmaker.
Betway
One of the best bonus programs in Nigeria is Betway’s offer, which allows you to receive a welcome promotion of up to $ 30 on your first three deposits. Among other things, many bettors note the extremely simple and understandable wagering conditions, the fulfillment of which allows you to withdraw the money earned on the Betway betting site to an electronic wallet or bank card.
Nigeria Free Betting Sites
Free bet or fribet allows players to bet without using their own money from the deposit. Most international bookmakers distribute this type of bonuses as incentives to both beginners and regular bettors. The main feature of free bets is the fact that if the forecast turns out to be correct, the user receives only a net profit on the deal, and therefore free bets are recommended to be used to conclude disputes on events with high odds.
	Best Betting Sites




	Bonuses


	Take away bonus button



	Betway


	Free bet up to $ 30 for each new user


	 Get Bonus




 


	Bet9ja


	100% Welcome Bonus


	 Get Bonus




 


	NairaBet


	To fans of the Premier League, BM returns the bet in the form of a free bet if the meeting ends with a zero draw.


	 Get Bonus




 


	Wazobet


	777 NGN no deposit bonus


	 Get Bonus




 





Betting sites in Nigeria with the best support
Customer support is an essential element of absolutely any betting site. It is to support specialists that the bettor turns to in case of problems, questions and controversial points related to the game on the sports totalizator. For this reason, a high-quality, prompt and accessible support service is an important evaluation parameter when choosing the best bookmaker.
When ranking betting sites with the best support in Nigeria, experts compare the methods of contacting technical specialists (online chat, multi-channel phone, email, instant messengers, etc.), the time and quality of the response to user requests.
Nigeria Betting Sites with Best Mobile App
Every year mobile betting becomes more and more popular among millions of gamblers from all over the world. Advantages of the best downloadable software is absolutely clear for everyone – it allows you to view statistics, bet and watch the results of sporting events right from your phone, wherever you have access to the Internet.
When choosing a betting site in Nigeria with the best mobile apps, special attention is paid to the following points:
	The presence in the application of all the basic functions available on the official betting website ;
	Ease of use – an intuitive interface is a big plus for downloadable clients;
	High speed and stability of work – this item is mainly important for players who prefer to conclude deals in Live – mode;
	Adaptation of the application for various mobile platforms.

Ussually, download the best and proven software for mobile betting is completely free from the official websites of betting bookmakers Nigeria.

New betting sites in Nigeria
Bet on sports in Nigeria have long since become an important part of everyday life and culture of Nigerians. According to analysts, the online betting market in this African country is increasing every year, at least several times. This is facilitated by the regular appearance of new betting sites of bookmakers.
So one of the recently created platforms is the SportyBet company, which offers its users an impressive selection of bets on basketball, football, tennis, rugby, cricket, hockey, darts, volleyball, etc. Recently, a betting site Lionsbet has been operating in the country, which, in addition to Nigeria, is popular in Zambia and a number of other African countries.
Betting sites that accept Naira
Naira ( naira ) is the official currency of Nigeria. As of spring 2021, US $ 1 equals approximately Nigerian naira 410. Conclude transactions in local currency can be online betting best betting companies that operate in the country officially – Bet9ja, MerryBet, NairaBet, Betway, SportyBet, Lionsbet, SureBet, AccessBET, 1960Bet and others.
Which betting sites offer the best deposit methods?
Each bookmaker implements its own financial policy, which consists in supporting various payment systems and currencies, setting limits for replenishment and withdrawal of funds, minimum and maximum rates. Such a variety of offers allows each player to choose the best site in accordance with their own preferences and expectations.
For example, some bookmakers set quite high limits on replenishment of deposits, which is not suitable for all bettors. Usually, the minimum enrollment is chosen by beginners who doubt their own abilities and do not want to risk their money in vain. On the contrary, professional players may not be satisfied with the transaction limits of $ 1000-2000, which are now being introduced by some national bookmakers.
Fastest Payout Nigeria Betting Sites
Experts call the prompt withdrawal of funds to bank cards or e-wallets of users among the key features of the best sports betting. It is quite natural that having earned a large sum on a successful forecast, each of us strives to get it in our hands as soon as possible. Experienced players know very well that the speed of transactions directly depends on the payment system and the withdrawal method. As a rule, bank transfers are processed the longest, while withdrawals to electronic and cryptocurrency wallets are the most prompt.
Today, one of the fastest-paying bookmakers in Nigeria, according to Western cappers, is 1960Bet, which allows you to cash out even large winnings in a matter of hours.
Betting sites in Nigeria with the best online casinos
Many international bookmakers are not limited to sports betting, offering their clients an impressive selection of gambling entertainment:
	The best classic and modern slots;
	Roulette and card games with live dealers;
	Online gambling tournaments.

In particular, such universal entertainment centers today are the following international betting sites : 1xbet, Melbet and Parimatch.
Nigerian NG Betting Sites
In general, the best betting sites in Nigeria, although they cannot yet compete with large international bookmakers, are ready to offer registered clients comfortable conditions for an interesting and profitable pastime. All local sites have bonus programs, wide lines are presented in prematch and live mode. Many Nigeria bookmakers have official downloadable mobile betting apps.
Bet9ja – the best betting site in Nigeria
Bet9ja is one of the three most popular and best bookmakers not only in Nigeria, but also in some other African countries. The company’s physical points of sale are successfully operating in most local communities.
At the end of 2020, Bet9ja was named the most visited and recommended betting site in Nigeria.
International betting sites in Nigeria
In terms of the volume of the gambling sector, Nigeria ranks second in Africa. After all restrictions on gambling were lifted in the country in 2004, this sphere of gambling has managed to gain incredible distribution among the local population. According to the latest sociological research, every day about 30% of Nigerians (about 60 million people) bet on various sports events. The volume of the domestic gambling market has already exceeded two billion US dollars a year.
One of the best, with the most popular and frequently used betting platform in Nigeria, is the NairaBet betting site, with an average monthly turnover of USD 3-5 million. Equally claimed following sites: Surebet 247, Merrybet, Betfair, Betway, 888sport, 1 xBet, Bet365, PariMatch and Golden Race.
	Betting sites in Nigeria


	Bonuses


	The country


	Take away bonus button



	Betway


	Up to 30 EUR for the first deposit


	Operates under license from Malta. Focuses on the Scandinavian countries, Great Britain, Germany and Africa.


	 Get Bonus




 


	Bet9ja


	100% Welcome Bonus


	Operates under a license from Nigeria.


	 Get Bonus




 


	NairaBet


	There are no welcome bonuses, players can get a 10% bonus on all deposits made on Monday from 9.00 to 21.00.


	Nigerian bookmaker targeted at African betters.


	 Get Bonus




 


	1xBet


	100% bonus on the first replenishment of the deposit


	International bookmaker office operates on the basis of a Curacao license and is aimed at users from almost all countries of the world.


	 Get Bonus




 


	Betwinner


	100% bonus on the first deposit (up to 100 euros)


	International BM operates under a Curacao license and is popular among European and African bettors.


	 Get Bonus




 


	22Bet


	On the first deposit - 100% bonus (up to 122 euros)


	Operates under a Curacao license.


	 Get Bonus




 


	Bet365


	100% bonus on the first deposit (up to $ 100)


	Operated under a Gibraltar license, the company is primarily targeted at UK players.


	 Get Bonus




 


	Melbet


	100% on the first deposit


	The company is registered in the UK and operates on the international market under the Curacao license.


	 Get Bonus




 


	Wazobet


	777 NGN no deposit bonus


	The State Lottery Commission of Curacao and Lagos operates in Nigeria.


	 Get Bonus




 


	Parimatch


	100% on the first deposit


	One of the best international bookmakers, based in Ukraine, operates under a Curacao license.


	 Get Bonus
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